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Abstract. The problems associated with the development of a normative
model of the prosecutor's activity in criminal proceedings and the way in
which such a model can affect the direction of reforming the entire criminal
process are considered by the authors. Purpose: to analyze the influence of
the prosecutor's activity model on the effectiveness of achieving the purpose
of criminal proceedings, to propose the directions for reforming the criminal
justice system. Methods: The study uses the method of legal modeling,
statistical and sociological methods of cognition, as well as the comparative
legal method. Results and novelty: The novelty of the study is expressed in
the fact that for the first time an attempt was made to reveal the influence of
the prosecutor's activity model on the directions of reforming the criminal
proceedings. The results of the study include the identification of the main
factors that determine the construction of a legal model of the prosecutor's
activity in the field of criminal proceedings and the determination of the
directions of the possible influence of this model on the reform of the system
of criminal proceedings.
Keywords: prosecutor; criminal prosecution; prosecutor’s discretionary
powers; purpose of the criminal proceedings

1 Introduction
The modern state constantly faces new problems and challenges in all fields of its activity
(including criminal proceedings). Therefore, the directions of the possible reform of criminal
proceedings are naturally the scientific research subject for scientists-proceduralists. At the
same time, the activity of the prosecutor, as a key participant in the criminal proceedings, is
also the subject of focus for both domestic and foreign scientists [1-7]. In a number of
countries, prosecutors’ powers in the field of criminal proceedings are so extensive that,
according to scientists, they are responsible for “systemic failures, such as mass
incarceration, widespread racial inequality in the justice system, etc.” [8].
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It should be noted that foreign scientists consider the role of the prosecutor in criminal
proceedings inseparably from his or her status as an employee of the prosecutor's office, from
the position of the prosecutor's office in the state mechanism [3, 4, 9]. Russian procedural
scientists often ignore the issues of the general organization and activities of the prosecutor's
office when studying the role of the prosecutor in criminal proceedings [10-12]. Meanwhile,
the development of a strategy for any reform presupposes an integrated approach, which
should take into account not only one area of legal regulation (criminal proceedings in this
case) but also the entire system of organization and activity of the legal institution under
study. Therefore, the study of the influence of the prosecutor's activity model on the reform
of the system of criminal proceedings should be carried out in a complex of problems related
to the organization of the operation of the prosecutor's office as a whole.

2 Methods
The modeling method was used by the authors as the fundamental one, which made it
possible to identify the directions of the influence of the prosecutor's activity on criminal
proceedings and to determine the vectors of its reforming. In order to increase the relevance
of the research results, a survey of 68 prosecutors and their deputies working in Saratov, the
Saratov Region, and Moscow was conducted. The methods of comparative jurisprudence
were also used in order to establish the degree of influence of various legal models of the
prosecutor's activity on the effectiveness of criminal proceedings.

3 Results
The authors compared the current legislation of Russia, Georgia, Ukraine, France, and the
United States of America and identified three main factors that determine the prosecutor's
activity model in criminal proceedings:
1. the position of the prosecutor's office in the system of the state mechanism (the
prosecutor's office is exclusively or predominantly a criminal prosecution body or an
autonomous state body that oversees the observance of laws throughout the country in
various fields, and participates in criminal proceedings as well);
2. the type of prosecutorial criminal proceedings (vesting the prosecutor with
discretionary powers to order criminal prosecution or rigidly building criminal proceedings
based on the principle of publicity);
3. the procedure for the replacement of the position by a prosecutor (appointment or
election).

4 Discussion
The Russian procedural scientists have been writing for many years about the inadmissibility
of a combination of such mutually exclusive powers as procedural guidance of a preliminary
investigation and supervision of this activity in the competence of a prosecutor. After the
2007 reform, the prosecutors were deprived of the powers to direct the preliminary
investigation, as well as many powers to independently carry out criminal prosecution in pretrial proceedings, including the right to initiate criminal cases. However, actually, the
prosecutor still has real opportunities to influence both the decision on initiation of a criminal
case and the criminal prosecution carried out by the investigating body. The prosecutors
interviewed during the preparation of the study unanimously stated that investigators and
inquiry officers in many cases agreed with the prosecutor on the initiation of criminal cases,
on the scope and qualifications of the charges brought against them.
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This situation seems completely justified and inevitable, if one proceeds from the fact that
in pre-trial proceedings, the evidence base is prepared for the prosecutor as for the future
public prosecutor, which he will use in court, that it is the prosecutor who, upon completion
of the investigation, is obliged to make the final decision on the direction of the criminal
cases to the court, and then during the trial to support the state prosecution.
According to Part 1 of Art. 8 of the Law “On the Prosecutor's Office of the Russian
Federation”, the prosecutor is responsible for coordinating the activities of law enforcement
agencies in the fight against crime. Such coordination is virtually impossible without the
influence of the prosecutor on the criminal prosecution carried out by the investigative and
inquiry bodies.
Thus, since the legislative changes in 2007, the actual model of the prosecutor's activities
practically have not undergone any changes, which casts doubt on the thoughtfulness of the
reform of the procedural position of the prosecutor in pre-trial proceedings carried out 13
years ago. The legislator has not taken into account such essential components of the real
model of the prosecutor's activity as:
1) the nature of the prosecutor’s relationship with other participants in the proceedings
carrying out criminal prosecution (the coordinating role of the prosecutor in this activity);
2) the responsibility of the prosecutor for the legality of the pre-trial criminal prosecution,
his duty to support the state prosecution in court.
As a result, the prosecutorial leadership of the investigation turned into the “shadow
practice” of the prosecutor's office.
Another problem associated with the prosecutor's activity model in the criminal
proceedings is as follows: in the Russian criminal procedural doctrine, the opinion has been
established that the function of the prosecutor in criminal prosecution is not of a one-sided
accusatory nature, but at the same time it is public legal protection and the prosecutor is
obliged to contribute to the objective resolution of the criminal case and to drop the charge if
it has not been confirmed in court [13, 14]. Actually, by virtue of his role in the Russian
criminal process, the prosecutor is “programmed” to support the prosecution.
Relying on the so-called fiduciary theory, foreign scientists propose a new paradigm of
the prosecutor's activity, obliging the latter to “show concern and loyalty and give priority to
the interests of criminal justice over other interests of public policy” and, “having broad
discretionary powers, to participate in interest alignment of the prosecutorial authority with
the public interest” [15] and to “bring to the forefront a meaningful provision of procedural
fairness” [9].
The matter of the type of criminal prosecution carried out by the prosecutor: public
(mandatory) or discretionary, is significant for the development of the prosecutor's activity
model in the criminal process and for determining the guidelines for the further development
of criminal proceedings. The current Criminal Procedure Code of the Russian Federation
proclaimed the protection of individual rights as the goal of criminal proceedings, which is a
natural representation of the constitutional paradigm that the highest value of the Russian
state is a person, his or her rights and freedoms [16]. If this entails the effectiveness of
achieving the appointment of criminal proceedings, the ensuring a fair balance of interests of
its participants, this largely depends on the way in which the prosecutor's activities are
structured. It is required to change the balance of powers of the prosecutor in the
implementation of criminal prosecution in the direction of expanding discretionary
principles. This is not about absolute, unlimited discretion at the disposal of the prosecutor
in the criminal prosecution. However, the prosecutor may be given the opportunity, based on
considerations of expediency, not to initiate criminal prosecution or to terminate it in certain
categories of cases, in which there is more formalism than a desire to ensure the inevitability
of criminal liability.
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In countries where the prosecutors are vested with discretionary powers to order criminal
prosecutions, they have the ability to significantly influence the criminal policy of the state
[17-19], influencing the effectiveness of achieving the purpose of criminal proceedings.
Granting the prosecutor discretionary powers to order criminal prosecution will also unload
the country's judicial system, free the courts from considering a huge number of criminal
cases on crimes of small and medium gravity (their percentage in the total number of crimes
in Russia is consistently above 75% [20]).
In the Russian Federation, the exercise of supervisory activities by prosecutors outside
the sphere of criminal proceedings takes the main place in the general competence of the
prosecution authorities and has a significant impact on the efficiency of the work and the
level of the workload of the prosecutor in criminal proceedings. This is confirmed by the
results of the questionnaire survey of prosecutors and statistical data. Consequently, for 6
months of 2020 in the Saratov Region (where there are 37 district and inter-district
prosecutor's offices, in each of which a prosecutor and his/her deputy, that is, 74 people, work
in the field of criminal proceedings with the right to sign), 15,200 crimes were registered
[21]. The prosecutor must check the decision to initiate a criminal case or to refuse to do so
for each of them. In addition, the prosecutor works with citizens' complaints about the actions
and inaction of the bodies of inquiry and investigation, checks suspended and terminated
criminal cases, participates in court hearings when choosing preventive measures, and
approves the final charge. These powers, exercised by the prosecutor, clearly indicate that
the burden on such a small number of employees involved in criminal proceedings is clearly
excessive.

5 Conclusion
Consequently, concerning the prosecutor's activity model and its impact on the reform of the
system of criminal proceedings, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The powers of the prosecutor and the schemes of the prosecutor’s relationship with the
bodies of inquiry and investigation, stipulated by the current Code of Criminal Procedure of
the Russian Federation, are not optimal initially, and they often acquire a kind of
interpretation in law enforcement practice. Therefore, it is required to legislatively
consolidate the actually existing provision that the prosecutor organizes the criminal
prosecution of the suspect and the accused, bringing him or her to justice, ensuring that the
investigation authorities use exclusively legal means and methods.
2. Vesting the prosecutor with discretionary powers to carry out criminal prosecution, to
use alternatives to criminal prosecution, granting him or her the right to decide on the
expediency of criminal prosecution in certain categories of criminal cases (on juvenile
crimes, crimes committed in the field of entrepreneurial activity, and some others) is a
promising direction of criminal proceedings reforming, able to increase its efficiency, as well
as to ensure a fair balance of interests of its participants.
3. Due to the fact that the Russian prosecutor's office is not only a body carrying out
criminal prosecution, and in the first instance, a body, the main function of which is to
supervise the observance of laws in the territory of the country, the activities of a prosecutor
in the field of criminal proceedings often lack adequate staffing and resourcing.
The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 20-011-00887 “Legal model of Prosecutor’s
activity as a basis of strategy for reform of the criminal procedure”.
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